


A female ghost challenges two space 
hunters into a galactic chase… 

Two space hunters are tracking down a machine 
trying to free itself. After taking it down, they 
witness a mystical phenomenon: the ghost of a 
young woman pulls itself out of the machine, as if 
the spaceship had a soul. Trying to understand 
the nature of this entity, they start chasing the 
woman through the galaxy...

STORY



We love the music videos from the 80’s so much - thanks to artists like Michael Jackson - that we find it hard to 
get excited about today's music clips, which tend to be formatted promotional tools. 

United by our passion for the 80's, we naturally met with Carpenter Brut and gave birth to the clip of our 
dreams: TURBO KILLER. Only a small piece of a bigger project, TURBO KILLER laid the foundation of a 
universe that BLOOD MACHINES will continue to explore. 

BLOOD MACHINES will be more ambitious than our first collaboration. For TURBO KILLER, we used a 
rather classical music video structure. For BLOOD MACHINES, we would like to get closer to a cinematic 
narrative and develop a film structured around musical sections. 

In a mix of genres inspired by many Sci-Fi and horror films from the 80’s, BLOOD MACHINES will have more 
density. We want to take the audience to a universe filled with adventures, epic images and musical action 
scenes - and by doing so, offer them a true spectacle!!! 

- Seth Ickerman       

OUR AMBITION



As we experience the ever-growing interdependence between man and machine, our connection to 
machines is increasingly filled with emotions. 

With the development of artificial intelligence, machines can now have complex behavior. Some people 
imagine that machines have a conscience and the more spiritual will believe they have a soul. BLOOD 
MACHINES will deal with this universal theme. Even though these questions have been treated many times 
before, they are now more relevant than ever. 

At the time of his death, Roy Batty, the replicant from Blade Runner, lets a dove fly away. As a symbol of his 
soul, the bird takes off to the sky. This poetic moment perfectly illustrates the beginning of our film. In a 
metaphoric way, BLOOD MACHINES begins where Blade Runner leaves off. 

Determined to follow the dove, our heroes will start a journey through the skies, which quickly fall into 
darkness, tormented by the devilish music from Carpenter Brut! 

- Seth Ickerman  

THE THEMES



« You are crazy! ». That’s the answer we received when we started pitching BLOOD MACHINES. Why? « Because there 
is no business model for such short films. » « Synthwave is a small niche » « It's way too ambitious » But we decided to 
try anyway. And as we wrote the script and designed the world of BLOOD MACHINES, it turned out to be possible... 

Traditional investments come with conditions and one of them is giving away creative control. We want to retain 
control of our vision on BLOOD MACHINES. We know what the film has to be and we need to be able to set a certain 
ambition. Our first goal is to produce a 30-minutes short film but, depending on the success of the campaign, we are 
open to go further with a Virtual Reality (VR) experience in addition to the classic version - and, maybe, a full length 
feature à la Interstella 5555 by Daft Punk.  

Producing such ambitious short today is almost impossible per the music and film industries' standards. As synthwave 
is labelled as a fringe 80's retro movement, it’s complicated to raise funding from traditional sources. The industry starts 
to understand the revival of the 80's but they also want to see big-names talent attached and we remain young directors.  

That's why Kickstarter is clearly the best way to get people interested and involved in BLOOD MACHINES. It's the 
direct link between the filmmaking process and those who might be interested in participating in the project. 

- Seth Ickerman  

WHY KICKSTARTER?



THE CHARACTERS 



MIMA

Present in TURBO KILLER, Mima (Joëlle Berckmans) is the female ghost escaping 
from the machine the space hunters are chasing. She is a breathtakingly beautiful 
creature, transfigured by an unreal sensuality and graceful gestures.



VASCAN 

Captain of the spaceship, Vascan is tracking down machines taken over by its 
artificial intelligence. In his 40's, he takes pleasure abusing and humiliating the 
machines. His rational personality prevents him from being scared when the story 
takes a strange and supernatural turn. An ambitious and talented hunter, he will 
not hesitate taking risks to reach his goal. 



LAGO 

Lago is the partner of Vascan in the spaceship. In his late 60's, with a big white beard and a 
face wrinkled by the passing of time, Lago is a veteran full of wisdom and empathy. As a 
mechanic, he looks after the machines and develops relationship with them. Lago is a 
sensitive man inclined to spirituality. At the end of his life, he wonders about the afterlife. 



CORÉ 

  
Coré is a strange priestess who protects the machines. She leads a group of priestesses 
with an iron fist. Still, behind angelic features, Coré may hide a part of darkness. 



THE SPACESHIPS 
by Seth Ickerman 
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STORYBOARDS 
by Farid Kermici 









WHO ARE WE?



SETH ICKERMAN - DIRECTOR
Working for brands such as LG, Ubisoft and Samsung, Seth Ickerman is now developing his 
first feature film ICKERMAN, whose proof of concept has been an instant hit online. 
Inspired by Carpenter Brut’s EPs, Seth recently directed and produced the music video 
Turbo Killer. Following its media and TV success, he is now planning a more ambitious 
sequel entitled Blood Machines. 

CARPENTER BRUT - MUSIC ARTIST
Shrouded in mystery, the French artist represented by a Pentagon details his influence: « 
My music is the encounter between the beats of Justice and the universe of John Carpenter. 
». Carpenter Brut pays a tribute to the post-hippie culture using the codes of electro and 
metal music to create an unique and crazy 80’s revival sound. As one of the leaders of the 
synthwave scene, his music is present in many successful video games such as Hotline 
Miami 2 : Wrong Number and The Crew (Ubisoft). 

SETH ICKERMAN & CARPENTER BRUT 
When a lover of dusty vinyls and fan of the soundtrack of New York 1997 meets a romantic of old 

movies, enamoured with The Empire Strikes Back, it leads to TURBO KILLER!



TURBO KILLER



TURBO KILLER IN THE MEDIA

« Holy fuck. This may be my favorite 
video of 2016 and we’ve still got over 
half the year to go! »

- BLOODY DISGUSTING

«Usually,  we  do  not  post 
music  videos,  but  this  video 
is that awesome »

- HELLHORROR.COM    

« One of the coolest 
music videos ever » 

- IMGUR     

« One of the coolest and most epic 
music video of all time »

- GEEKS ARE SEXY			

« Carpenter Brut just set the bar 
way high with his new video! »

- NEW RETRO WAVE			

« Watch the following link to 
see  the  best  4  minutes 
adventure of your life »

- DRIVERADIO.BE  

« Rosemary's Baby meets Tron »
- MOVIE PILOT			« This is absolutely fantastic stuff and 

should  those  involved  ever  have  the 
urge  to expand it out you can be damn 
sure I'd drop my money to watch that 
film »

- SCREEN ANARCHY

« Turbo Killer is a shot to the 
technofuturist's heart »

- THE CREATOR’S 
PROJECT / VICE			



ICKERMAN



ICKERMAN 

« Blade Runner meets Bullitt in 
Trailer for Indie Sci-Fi Epic   »

- CREATOR’S PROJECT 

« Trailer for French Sci-fi Thriller Ickerman 
is the best thing you’ll see today. »

- ALIEN BEE

«  Drop what you’re doing and watch this 
visually stunning proof of concept (...) looks like 
it could be an impressive and awesome film »

- GEEK TYRANT

«  Ickerman teases futuristic tale of cinematic 
reality. The cinematography looks top notch 
and the general atmosphere of the film’s setting 
is absolutely stunning. »

- SERIOUS WONDER

 
« Extremely impressive looking, 
with some eye-catching visuals and 
sleek effects. It may wind up being 
one of the more visually striking 
sci-fi films of recent memory. »
- POPOPTIK / SOUND OF SIGHT

 
«  First Impressive Teaser for 
French Sci-Fi Film «Ickerman». 
I love the look of the vehicles 
and the world, and the VFX is 
impressive, it feels very natural 
and looks unique. »

- FIRSTSHOWING
« This Slick French Sci-Fi Movie 
Will Probably Be Better Than Its 
Eventual American Remake »

- FILM SCHOOL REJECTS

« Impressive French Sci-
fi ICKERMAN mourns 
the death of Cinema  »

- QUIET EARTH

ICKERMAN IN THE MEDIA



« Inanimate objects, do you have
a soul which sticks to our soul

and force it to love? »

Alphonse de Lamartine




